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The 55 vibration is praised in all scriptures and literature its ancient
lore have known this number as “Annihilation and Ascension “. It
represents Will Power and Genius. The ancient Greek warriors invoked
success and painted Number 55 in their armors. This invoked powers
to confer victory on them, when they fought battles with their enemies.
13th of March, 2013

Subscription Changes
Fellow clients of The Master Seal Unlock Forecasts will now follow the new 55 Newsletter
format. My clients wanted to know my 99.9% mark, so in interesting them we will return
to this method of forecasting. This is extremely hard work, because the more exact and
accurate means that analysis is diagnosis. Many patterns must be confirmed by the
vibrations that are accountable in the analysis. For this reason the subscription price will
go up, and clients will have to pay a greater rate for this information. Although no matter
what the cost to many clients it is pennies, but this kind of information has to be a success.
For all of 2013 the price and rates will remain the same as a promotion. Next year the
official monthly rate for ongoing subscriptions will be instated.
The Flagship 55 Newsletter will keep a track record, and will be updating in each following
release. Every time my system indicates a pivot we release a new no. issue. It will go by
the month and in some cases you will receive some signals a month or two out. Some
people like a quarterly review so this will help out the option speculator. Subscribers
should receive the 55 Newsletter 2 – 4 times a month, but it will be a weekly release from
before. Those who been receiving weekly before can login the Inner Circle Daily Bulletin
for weekly cycles. A money management system will be explained for the 55 Newsletter as
a part of tracking its performance.

Rising From the Ashes
Those who have follow my forecasts from before 3/1/2013 will still acquire the same
services. The Inner Circle Daily Bulletin and the Flagship 55 Newsletter for prior clientele
will continue. I am sorry for the short pause in the subscription service since 2/4 as I stated
to clients the issues. I stated that I would return to my prior ways of forecasting using an
exact date. In the prior weeks I have experience wisdom and understanding of what
constitute an exact method. W.D Gann mentions his bible was his best book, and from
here did he convey the true knowledge of the Heavens. There is a reason that the 55
Newsletter is our Flagship, and that is no one can produce it. It will be known for its
accuracy pinning the exact day of any pivot. Name one newsletter in operation that can
forecast months out to an exact day, and I will give anyone free a one year subscription at
no cost.
Pivot Forecasts Dates: April 6th – Decline & April 26th – Decline
In this issue you will be surprise that I have nothing indicated for this month as of today.
Within a day anything can change upon my findings, but following what alerts signal us is
most important. The month of March is not serious as pose a threat the month of April. Is
The Master Seal 55 indicated in April? I will say this now the pivots on 11/30/2010,
3/16/2011, 8/26/2010, 7/21/2011, 11/15/2012, and 12/29/2013 from my investigations are
found. One can tell that the pivots on these dates have sharp moves off the tops and
bottoms. They either had annihilation off the top of July 21st on the down grade of the U.S
debt ratings. Also is the positive in ascension will the Democratic and Republicans came to
an agreement on the debt ceiling issues. No worries 55 is not found in the month of April
for we’re in a bull market, so declines of that magnitude will not be expected. This bull
market should last to 2015, and a flaw in another nation will be the reason for this fall.
On April 06th, 2013 the market will begin to contract off the top, and we should begin our
short trade. In setting up this trade we will take the end of day price at near the closing
bell New York Time. Set a stop loss at 3% for buying in at the regular index price. We’re
not actually letting it go 3% if indications tell us something is wrong I will bail. A 1% stop
loss is all I ever needed, but you clients should get the reading down first. In this trade we
will let it run 5% - 15% or more depending how it turns out. I believe the S&P 500 could
decline 16 – 26 pts. Here, and we could make this a very worthwhile trade. I will check the
daily volume, and few other indications for confirmations. The month of April seems kind
of similar to April of 2011.
Remember the saying sell in May and go away, well I do not really conform to these sayings
but as superstitions. Truth be told here that there will be a stronger drop in the month of
April on the 26th. Remember the markets decline faster than they do rise, but insure that it
is a definite fall. The forecasts here indicate that the Dow and S&P 500 will definitely have
it for sure. This date indications tell that we will go through a sharp drop in prices on U.S
Indexes. Indexes around the globe will follow us in this sharp decline, but our subscribers
will be tune into the drop. I would sell out all positions by this date as the final topping
pivot point.
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